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Under certain conditions a law of composition can be defined on the derived limit of an inverse 
sequence of nonabelian groups turning the derived limit into a semigroup. This is applied to the 
topological problem of invertibility of strong shape morphisms, which induce an ordinary shape 
equivalence. 
1. Introduction 
In this article we are going to demonstrate the relationship of two problems: 
(a) The classification problem in shape theory. Let us consider two (pointed 
or unpointed) compact metric spaces X and Y and a strong shape morphism a E 
ssh(X, Y), which induces an isomorphism f?(a)~sh(X, Y) in the ordinary shape 
category via the natural functor 8 : ssh-sh. Is a itself invertible? 
(b) Laws of composition on derived limits. In the abelian case the derived limit 
of an inverse sequence of groups inherits a commutative group law, but in general 
there is no structure besides a base point. Can we, at least under particular 
circumstances, define a rule of composition meeting the necessary requirements of 
naturality and exactness? The structure obtained thereby should be at least that of 
a semigroup. 
The difference between the strong and the ordinary shape category can be 
measured by derived limits (cf. Cathey [4, $ 3]), whereof we will present the 
following instance: For a compact metric space X we denote by T(X) the semigroup 
of all strong shape morphisms (;I E ssh(X, X) inducing the identity map in the 
ordinary shape category, O(a) = id, and we consider an inverse sequence of compact 
ANR-spaces U, shrinking to X. Then there is a bijection: 
T(X)=@ rc,(U,x,jJ. (1) 
The function space U,” carries the inclusion map j,, : XC, U,, as base point. Al- 
though the fundamental groups are nonabelian, they have in this context the 
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minimum amount of commutativity sufficient to define a composition rule on the 
derived limit according to (b), and the bijection (1) turns out to be an algebraic 
isomorphism. 
The classification problem (a) can be reduced to a special case: Since the functor 
6’ : ssh+sh is surjective, there is a strong shape morphism p E ssh( Y, X) with e(p) = 
B(o)- ‘. a is invertible if and only if o$ and /?a are invertible, but these two 
morphisms belong to the semigroups T(Y) respectively r(X). Therefore the iso- 
morphism (1) leads to the question, which elements are invertible in derived limits 
carrying semigroup structures. We will show that the derived limit is a group if the 
groups of the inverse sequence are solvable. This sheds light on the special case in 
which (a) is known to have a positive answer, namely for connected, finite dimen- 
sional spaces with base points, because in this case the fundamental groups of the 
function spaces in (1) are solvable. 
Although plenty of work has been done on derived limits in abelian categories (cf. 
[8, 0 4]), the literature contains little beyond the definitions in the nonabelian case 
(cf. [2, Chapter IX, $ 21). They are recalled in the following section, where we also 
present our semigroup composition rule. Functoriality and exactness are treated, 
and we give sufficient conditions for invertibility. 
In Section 3 we apply these techniques to the above mentioned shape problem. 
The necessary tools from ordinary and strong shape theory of compact metric 
spaces are briefly sketched, details can be found in [l, 4, 8, 111. The isomorphism 
(1) is proved and several conclusions are drawn, including an exact sequence relating 
the pointed and the unpointed semigroups T(X,xO) respectively T(X), a condition 
for invertibility in r(X) generalizing a theorem of Dydak and Geoghegan and the 
fact that r(X, x0) is a solvable group of class 5 sd X if X is connected and has finite 
shape dimension. 
2. The composition rule 
Throughout this section we consider an inverse sequence of (nonabelian) groups 
fi : G,,--+G,, 0 5 m I n E N,, with the following property: 
(I) For every index n E N, and every element x E G, there is an index N> n, 
such that the image of the homomorphism f,” is contained in the cen- 
tralizer C(x) of x in G,. 
By Sz := fl n G, we denote the Cartesian product of the sets G,; the group n n G, 
operates from the left on the set Q: 
0: n G, xL’-+Q, 
( > 
(g,) o (x,) := (g,x,f;+ ‘(&+5)) (2) 
n 
The derived limit of our inverse sequence is the orbit space of this operation 
l&n’ G, :=O/ n G,. 
n 
(3) 
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D shall receive the structure of a semigroup. Let us consider an element (x,) E Q; 
as auxiliary construction we define x,, E G,,, for nzrn inductively by x,, := 1 and 
X fl+l,m :=x,,f~(x,,). This implies 
x~~=x,,,,~~(x~,,) N>nzm. (4) 
By condition (I) the element x,,Y,x,-,‘, where Y, E G, is arbitrary but fixed, does 
not depend on n if only n is large enough. Therefore we can define a rule of compo- 
sition 
(Y,) * (x,) = (z,) 
on Q by 
zm =x,,Y,x&,!x, for large n. (5) 
In the abelian case this reduces to zm =x, +Ym. We observe the following equation: 
%?I = x,, y,,x,$,x,,, for n 5 m and large N. (6) 
We claim that * is a semigroup composition on Q. Clearly the sequence (1,) of 
unit elements operates as two-sided identity. To show associativity we consider 
elements (x,), (y,) and (z,) of D and set 
0-m) := (Ym) *(x,)3 (U := (z,) *Pm), 
(s,) := (2,) *(y,), (%) := (%?) *(x,). 
We have to prove t, = t;. For N and n large enough we have by definition 
-1 
rm = xNm YmXNmXm ? tm = r,, zm r,-,’ r, , 
sr?I = Y,, %I Y,-,‘Y, 3 t:, = x,,$,&&, , 
x,,,, &II &i-i’ = x,,n 2, X,&I, ‘nm = 
-1 
xNmYmnXNmxrvn~ 
Now we conclude as follows: 
t,=x y x-lx z x-lx y-lx-’ -1 Nm nm Nm nm m nm Nm nm NmxNmY,nxNmxm 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
=XN~~,,XNmXNm~mXNmXNmYnm~mXNmX, 
-1 -1 
= xNm Ymn zrn Ynm Y, xNtn xm 
= XN,,&Xi;X, = th. 
The operation o of n, G, on Q is compatible with the semigroup law * in the 
following sense: 
(Y,) * K&J o hJ1 = (&I> o KY,) * CGI~ 
1(&z) o (_Y,)l * c%J = VbJ o KY,) * kn)l~ 
with h,=x,,g,x,,’ for large n. 
(7) 
(8) 
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To prove (7) we set: (z,) := (g,)o(x,), (t,) :=(Y,)*(z,) and (t;) :=(g,)o 
[(Y,) *(x,)1. For suf”‘, iently large II the following equations hold: 
Zn,=gm%J-n:(gnl)~ 
1, = &I Y, z,-,1&ll 
=g x f”(g,l)Ymf~(g,)X~~gmlgmXmf~+l(gm:l) m nm m 
=g,x,,Y,X,-,‘x,f,m+‘(gm:,)=t;,. 
Similarly we deal with (8): 
6,) := b7)“(Y,N *&7A NJ := VbJ o KY,) * hJ1 
* s, =-%&?JYmf,m+ ‘(&ii: ,>G?bm 
=h,x,,ymfmm+l(gm:,Xn,,t,+l) 
=h,x,,Y,f,“+l(x,I~+Ihm:,) 
=h x y x-lx fm+‘(h,:,)=s;. m nm m nm m M 
By (7) and (8) the composition rule * factors over the orbit space li$n’ G, = 
Q/n, G,, which becomes a semigroup. If all the groups G, are abelian, our new 
structure coincides with the usual one. lip1 G, need not be a group! 
Lemma 2.1. For any element (x,) E !2 the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (x,) is invertible in the semigroup Q. 
(b) (x,) represents an invertible element of the semigroup l@’ G,. 
(c) VrnEkl %zlrn VN2n: x-lx x -1 Nm m Nm = &rn%nxnrn~ 
Proof. The implication (a) * (b) holds trivially. 
(b) * (c) By assumption there are elements (Y;) E Q and (g,) E n, G, with: 
(y;) *(x,) = (g,) o (1,). We set: (Ym) := [(g; ‘) 0 (l,)] * (yk). Then equation (7) 
implies 
(Y,>*(X,)=[(8,1)o(l,)l*t(g,)o(l,)1 
=(g,)o{[(g,‘)o(l,)l*(1,)} 
=(g,)~t(g,‘)~(l,)l=(g,g,‘)~(l,)=(l,) 
* VrnE N Bn2m VNzn: xNmy,,,xiAx,= l,n 
=+ (c). 
(c) * (a) For each index m E tkl, there exist an index n, 2 m and an element 
ym E G, with 
VNzn,,,: x,&x,,,xNM =y,‘. 
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This leads immediately to the equation (y,) *(x,) = (1,). Next we claim 
Y nm= x~,,!,x,&,!x~~ for n zrn and large N. 
For n = m this is trivial, and the induction works as follows: 
We define (t,) := (x,) *(y,) and have to show t, = 1,. But if n and N are suffi- 
ciently large the following equations hold: 
tm =Y,,&?lY,-,‘Y, 7 x 
-1 -1 
NmxmxNm =xnmxmxnm 3 
Y, =xdx, lx,, 3 Y,,n = xinix,-,IxNm 
a ttn =XNm IIM 
plx-lx 
NmxdNm -lx x nm NinxNrn -‘xmlxNm m 
=XNm nm ntn m nm nm NmxNm m -lx-lx x x-lx x -~x~lx/vm= 1. 0 
Example 2.2. Let us consider the group G of permutations of the natural numbers 
r: tN = N with finite support: ZINE I?4 VkzN: t(k) = k. On G there is an endo- 
morphism f: G+G shifting the domain of the permutation: 
We consider the inverse sequence of groups fi : G,+G, with G, := G and f,“’ ’ :=.f, 
all n. For nzm we have 
f;(W) = k if ksn-m, n-m+t(k-n+m) if k>n-m. 
If an element DE G, operates trivially on [N, 03[ it commutes with f,r’N(t), 
because the latter one operates trivially on [l, N]. Therefore our inverse sequence 
has property (I), and we can define our semigroup structure on li@’ G,. 
We claim that lip’ G, is not a group and consider the sequence (7,) E S2, where 
7, := (1,2) is the transposition exchanging the elements 1 and 2. For n 2 m we have 
fl(7,) = (n - m + 1, n -m + 2) and therefore 
7n;7,7,, = (l,n-m+ 1). 
Since for varying n all these elements are different Lemma 2.1 tells, that (7,) is not 
invertible in li@’ G, . 
Remark. The group G has been used by Heller to construct a map f: X-+X with 
X= K(G, l), such that for every finite CW-complex Y the induced map f * : [Y, X] + 
[Y, X] is bijective, although f is not a homotopy equivalence (cf. [lo, p. 5931). 
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Now we want to talk about the homomorphism induced by a morphism of pro- 
groups. Let us suppose a second inverse sequence of groups hz :H,+H,,, with 
property (I) and a pro-morphism are given, the morphism being represented by a 
family of maps a, : Gn,+Hmr such that the following square is commutative: 
(n,) is a suitable increasing sequence of integers. We denote by Y the Cartesian 
product of the sets H, with our semigroup structure and define a homomorphism 
cr : Q+ Y by a(&,)) = (y,) with 
Ym := c?7(4&+,,.,) (9) 
(cf. Cathey [4, p. 2321). Equation (6) implies that a is indeed a homomorphism of 
semigroups and that it is compatible with the group operation 0. Therefore there 
is an induced homomorphism Ii&n’ am : Ii&n’ G,-tli@r’ H,,,, and the construction is 
functorial. 
Our next topic is the six term exact sequence relating the inverse limit and its 
derived functor, but here we restrict our attention to level morphisms of systems, 
i.e. to those morphisms with n, - m in the previous notation. So we consider the 
following diagram with exact rows: 
I I I 
1-K n+l n+l n+l 
lK,+y ‘b+T “I,.+- ’ 
1-K n &G-H n n - 1. 
All three towers of groups are supposed to fulfill condition (I). 
We are going to define the connecting homomorphism 6 : lip H,+.l&n’ K,,. To a 
given element (z,) E Ii@ H,, we choose elements y, E G, and x,, E K, with a,(y,) = z,, 
and &(x,) =y, ‘fi+r(y, + ,) by the usual zig-zag construction. The latter equation 
is equivalent to (y,) 0 (p,(x,)) = (I,). We set 
N&z)) :=(x,). 
Hence we have obtained an exact sequence of pointed sets: 
(10) 
l+lim K,+l@ G,+li&n H,-+li_m’ Kn+li_m’ G,+li&n’ H,,-+ 1. t (11) 
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We claim that 6 is a homomorphism of semigroups, and consequently (11) is an 
exact sequence of semigroups. The equation 6(l) = 1 holds clearly. We suppose that 
elements (z,), (z;) E Ii@ H,, ( y,), (y;) E n n G, and (x,), (x;) E E lip] K,, are given 
according to the following requirements: 
@Y,) =&?, (Y,) o (PAX,)) = (l,), 
o(rA) = zll, (YA) o (P&l)) = (1,). 
This means: a((~,)) = (x,) and 6((zA)) = (XL); in order to prove ~((z,z;)) = (x,) *(x;) 
we must show: (y,yA) op((x,) *(XL)) = (1,). Observing equation (7) we conclude 
(Y,YA) oP((x,) * (4)) 
= (Y,) o {(YA) o KPAX,)) * ~P,~x~,)ll 
= (Y,) O {(P&A * [(YA) o wx~>l3 
=(Y,)o{(P,(.%)*(I,)] =(Y,)o(P,(x,))=(l,). 
Theorem 2.3. We assume fz : G,-t G, is an inverse sequence of groups with prop- 
erty (I). 
(a) If all the groups G, are finitely generated, then 1%’ G, is an abelian group. 
(b) If all the groups G, are solvable of class 5 N, then I@’ G, is a solvable 
group of class IN. 
(c) If every group G, is solvable, then li+m’ G, is a group. 
Proof. (a) The centre C(G,) of G, equals the centralizer of any set of generators 
E,,c G,. If E, is finite, then property (I) ensures the existence of a number 
N= N, 2 n with im f,” c C(G,), and we choose an increasing sequence of numbers 
n, E k4 subject to the conditions n, 2 rn and n, + i 2 N,,, v = n,. Then the centres 
A,:=C(G,), v=n,, form an inverse sequence of abelian groups, where the 
bonding maps are the restrictions of those of the original tower. From the bonding 
maps f; : G,+ G, we obtain a level morphism of systems fl, : A,-+ G,, which is an 
isomorphism in the pro-category by Morita’s lemma (cf. [ll, p. 1121). Since the 
derived limit is a functor on the pro-category this implies Ii@’ G,,,=li$t’ A,. 
(b) The statement is trivial for N= 0. If each G, is solvable of class I N-t 1, then 
the induction hypothesis is applicable to the inverse sequence of the commutator 
subgroups GA c G,, and from the short exact sequence 1 --t GA+ G,-t G,,/GA-, 1 we 
obtain the following exact sequence, which concludes the proof of (b): 
lip’ G:,+li&n’ G,+li&n’ G,,/GA+ 1. 
(c) For every fixed index m E i~4 we consider the inverse sequence of subgroups 
H(‘@:= im fi:, directed by inclusion. From part (b) we know that lim’ Hi’@ is a 
griup, and now Lemma 2.1(c) tells us that every element of Ii&n’ G,,% invertible. 
0 
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3. The shape classification of compact metric spaces 
The material of the whole section applies to pointed or unpointed compact metric 
spaces, unless something else is explicitly stated. 
At first let us briefly recall the construction of the ordinary and the strong shape 
category of compact metric spaces. A space X determines a functor F, from the 
homotopy category of ANR-spaces to the category of sets: 
F, : HANR-tEns, 
P- HTop(X, P). (12) 
An ordinary shape morphism from X to Y is a natural transformation F,+F,: 
sh(X, Y) : = NatTrans(F,, F,). (13) 
X may be embedded as a closed subset of the Hilbert cube Q, and there is a 
decreasing sequence of closed subsets U, of Q shrinking to X, such that each U, is 
an ANR-space. Following Cathey [4] we set 
IX/:={~:[O,w[~QIV~~n\l,:n([n,~o[)~u,}. (14) 
The function space IX 1 carries the compact open topology, which is metrizable 
in this case. By ix: X >-t IX 1 we denote the embedding of X in IX 1 as the set of 
constant mappings. A strong shape morphism from X to Y is an H-map from /XI 
to IYI: 
ssh(X, Y):=HTop(lXl, IYI) (15) 
(cf. Cathey [4, p. 2241). The ordinary shape morphism @a) : F,-*F, induced by a 
strong shape map a l ssh(X, Y) is described as follows: We suppose (V,) is the 
decreasing sequence of subsets of the Hilbert cube playing the role of (U,) in the 
definition of 1 Y / in (14). Then for any mapf: Y+P, where P is an ANR-space, there 
is an index n E Kl, and a map g : V,-P with gI y=f; we set 
~(~W”l := ke@xl. (16) 
e,, : 1 Y I+ V, is the evaluation map e,(A) = L(n). 
Lemma 3.1. A strong shape endomorphism a~ ssh(X, X) satisfies the equation 
B(cx)=id ifand only if the map cr: IXl-+lXI h IS omotopic to a map p, such that 
e,,Pix : X+ U,, equals the inclusion map for every n E iNO. 
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. Therefore let us suppose (Y induces the 
identity map in the ordinary shape category, 8(a)=id. Then we may apply (16) in 
the case, where f equals the inclusion map j,. . Xc, U, and g coincides with the 
identity map of U,,, and we see 
e, ai, = j, for every n E NO. (17) 
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The map p : IX I-+ n n U,, with coordinate functions e, : IX I-+ U, is a fibration and 
satisfies paiX=piX, . therefore there is a map y :X-t 1x1 with six= y and py = ix. 
Since the space 1x1 is fibrant the injection ix. -X* 1x1 has the HEP with respect 
to 1x1 (cf. [4, Example 2.3]), and the homotopy aix=y may be extended to a 
homotopy a =/I with pi*= y. Then p has the required property. q 
The fundamental groups of the function spaces U,“, with the inclusion maps 
j, : XC, U,, as basepoints, form an inverse sequence of groups, 
-*nl(U,X,,,j,+,)-rnl(LI,X,jj,)-, (18) 
whose bonding maps are induced by the inclusions j,!,“’ : U,, + ,G U,, . By r(X) we 
denote the semigroup of all strong shape endomorphisms a~ ssh(X, X) with 
B(a) = id. 
Theorem 3.2. The inverse sequence (18) hasproperty (I), and so its derived limit can 
be endowed with our semigroup structure. Then there is an algebraic isomorphism 
T(X)-@’ n,(U$ j,). 
Remark. In this context an unpublished result of P. Mrozik and Z. MiminoSvili 
should be mentioned, which generalizes the set theoretical content of Theorem 3.2: 
For every strong shape morphism a E ssh(X, Y) between compact metric spaces there 
is a short exact sequence of pointed sets 
* - l&i rri(V,x) 
0 
- ssh(X, Y) - sh(X, Y) - *. 
(V,,) is a net of compact ANR-spaces shrinking to Y, the set ssh(X, Y) carries a as 
basepoint and the basepoints of the function spaces V,” have to be suitably chosen. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. At first we verify condition (I) and consider a loop 
o E E n,(U,X, j,); the E E -sign denotes a representative of a homotopy class. Since 
U, is an ANR-space there is a number Nr n and a homotopy H: j,“=j,” with 
H(j,(x), t) = w(t)(x). If v is an arbitrary element of 7r1(Uz, j,), i.e. a homotopy 
v : jN=jN, we have an aggregate of maps and homotopies as pictured below: 
Now the Godement interchange law, also known as the commutativity lemma, 
implies: H( j, x id) 0 j,“v -j,“v 0 H( j,x id) (cf. [12, Lemma 11). Since H(j, X id) 
equals CO this means that the image of the induced homomorphism (j,“) * : nl (U,“)- 
nl(U,x) is contained in the centralizer of CO, and hence (I) is proved. 
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We denote by Q the Cartesian product of the sets n,(Uz, j,). To a sequence of 
elements o,, E E rci(Uz) we assign the following map f: X4 IX I: 
f(x)(t):=w,(t-n)(x) for nltSn+l. (19) 
We observe: e, f = j, for every n E N,. Since X is a shape strong deformation 
retract of /Xl and 1x1 is fibrant (cf. [4, p. 224]), f can be extended to a map 
V((%)): Ixl-lx/3 and any two such extensions are homotopic relative X. By 
Lemma 3.1 ~((a,)) represents a strong shape morphism inducing the identity in sh, 
so we have defined a function v, : Q-r(X). From Lemma 3.1 we learn also that v, 
is surjective. Now let us consider two sequences (a,), (v,) E Q with ~((a,))= 
(D((v,)). If f,g:X+lX/ are the restriction of the maps ~((QJ,)) respectively 
cp((v,)): IXl+iXi, then there is a homotopyH:f=g. We define H,,E ~rc,(Uc, j,) 
by H,(s)(x) :=H(x,s)(n). 
homotopy Vll I I 
parameter 
sE[O l] i 
I function space parameter t E [0, a[ 
H furnishes a homotopy o, = H, 0 v, 0 j,“’ ’ Hi:, (see picture), and conversely every 
sequence of loops H, E E n, (U,“, j,) with homotopies on = H, 0 v, 0 j,‘,” ‘Hi:, 
defines a homotopy f =g. As a consequence v, is compatible with the group 
operation 0 on Q and induces a bijection of the orbit space and T(X): 
~:l@‘zr(U,X, j,)-T(X). 
If the elements a,, E E n,(U,X, j,) are the stationary loops, we have &(E,)) = id, so 
v, respects the neutral element. 
It remains to show that for any two sequences of loops o,,, v, E E ni(U,$ j,) the 
equation ~((w,,) *(v,)) = ~((a,)) * ~((v,)) holds; we denote byJ g : X+ IX I the maps 
constructed from (0,) respectively (v,) according to equation (19). Our proof re- 
quires the explicit construction of an extensionf: 1X 14 1X / of the map f, to which 
purpose we make use of the ANR-property of the spaces U, and choose an 
increasing sequence of numbers N, E N,, N,zn, and a family of homotopies 
H,:j>=j,N” with 
H,,(j,v,(x), t) =%(t)(x). 
Then we define 
(20) 
T(A)(t) := H,(A[(t - n)N,+, + (n + 1 - t)N,J, t-n) 
for IEIXI and n<t<n+l. (21) 
Clearly 3 extends f. The proof is complete once we have shown that the sequence 
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of loops ,U~E E 7[,(U,x,jjn), p,(t)(x) :=Tg(x)(n +t), lies in the same orbit of Q as 
(a,) *(v,). The equations (4) and (19), applied to g instead off, imply 
g(x)]tN, + 1+ (1 - Wnl = VN,, ( NnWW (22) 
This equation holds at least up to a parameter transformation on the right side, 
which does not affect the homotopy type of the loop v. Inserting (22) into (21) yields 
M)(x) =K(v!%,+,, N,(t)(x)* 0. (23) 
Observing (20) we can construct a homotopy Y: ,u, = vN,+ ,, N, 0 co,: 
Y( t, s)(x) : = 
L 
H,(V,Vn+,,Nn[t(l +s)l(X)~t(l -d) if tS1/2, 
Hn(VN,+,&[s+ t-d](x), -s+ t+st) if t? 112. 
Now (4) and (5) lead to the following equation, which concludes the proof: 
(&) = (vNn, n ) o K%z) * (v,)l. 0 (24) 
The reader should keep in mind that Theorem 3.2 holds in the pointed as well as 
the unpointed case. Writing down the base points explicitly it takes the following 
form: 
T(X,xo)=l$ nl((Un,j,(x,))‘~XO),jn). (25) 
In one special case QX, x,,) is known to be a group, namely if X is connected and 
has finite shape dimension (cf. [4, Theorem 3.61). We will regain this result from 
the isomorphism (25), Theorem 2.3 and the solvability of the groups 
rcI((u,,j,(x,))‘~xo),jn). 
Lemma 3.3. We consider the group G := zl((Y, ya)‘X’Xo),f), where f: (X,x,,)-+ 
(Y, yO) is an arbitrary pointed map. 
(a) If (X, x0) is a finite, connected CW-complex, then G is solvable of class 
I dim X. 
(b) (X, x0) is compact metric, connected and of finite shape dimension sd X and 
if (Y, yn) is an ANR-space, then G is solvable of class I sd X. 
Remark. Of course Lemma 3.3 does not hold in the unpointed case. Indeed, every 
group can be written as rc,(Yx, f), where X consists of a single point. 
Proof. (a) By a well known result of Whitehead (cf. [13, Chapter X, Corollary 3.81) 
G is even nilpotent of class I dim X. 
(b) We may assume that (X,x,) has finite covering dimension dimX, because 
otherwise it can be replaced by a compact metric space (X:x$ with this property, 
which is isomorphic to the given one (cf. [4, Theorem 3.41; [ll, Chapter II, 9 1.1, 
Theorem 51). But then X is homeomorphic to the limit of an inverse sequence of 
finite, connected polyhedra P,, with dim P, I dim X (cf. [9, Theorem 1.13.51). We 
can write G as direct limit: 
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G=l&~t((Y,y,)(~~,*)). (26) 
(26) is proved by standard methods of shape theory observing that the spaces P, 
form a resolution of X; (b) follows from (a) and (26). 0 
Now we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.4. For each pointed, connected, compact metric space (X,x,,) of finite 
shape dimension, l-(X, x0) is a solvable group of class 5 sd X. 0 
The generalization of Theorem 3.4 to a larger class of spaces, in particular to 
unpointed ones, is still an open problem in strong shape theory. We will demon- 
strate that the unpointed problem can be split up into two parts: the corresponding 
pointed case and a condition on a certain motion of basepoints. Therefore we re- 
consider the inverse sequence of compact ANR-spaces U, shrinking to X and 
denote by G, c rc,(U,,, j,(xO)) the Jiang subgroup of the map j, : XGU, at the base- 
point x,,, i.e. the subgroup of loops CO, such that there is a free homotopy H:j, 2: j, 
moving the basepoint x0 along the path o (cf. [3, p. 971). 
Theorem 3.5. The groups G, form an inverse sequence with bonding maps induced 
byjz: U,,C, U,,,. Property (I) holds, and there is a group K fitting into the following 
exact sequence of semigroups: 
l-tK+T(X,xO)-+~(X)+l$t’ G,+l. 
The homomorphism QX, xO)-+r(X) is induced by the forgetful functor sshpssh 
suppressing the basepoint. 
Corollary 3.6. T(X) is a group if and only if r(X, x0) and lip’ G, are groups. 
Proof. If T(X) is a group, then Ii&r’ G, as a homomorphic image of r(X) and 
T(X,xO) as an extension of a subgroup of T(X) by K are groups. The converse is 
proved similarly. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Since the evaluation map at the basepoint e: U,“+U, is a 
Serre fibration with fiber (U,, jn(xO))(x’xO), it gives rise to an exact homotopy se- 
quence, of which we consider the following part: 
rcz(U,)-n,((U,,j,(xo))(X’~~l))--tTC1(U,X),711(Un). (27) 
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The group A, is abelian. From (27) we derive two short exact sequences: 
O~A,~rc,((U,,j,(X,))(~XO))-tH,-tl, (28) 
l+Hn-Vr,(U~x)~Gn+l. (29) 
The groups A,, G, and H, form inverse sequences with property (I), because they 
are subgroups respectively quotient groups of the fundamental groups, to which 
Theorem 3.2 applies. From (28) and (29) we obtain exact sequences of semigroups: 
lir+nl A,+T(X, xe)-+li@’ H,-+ 1, (30) 
l&n G,,-tli$rl H,+T(X)-rl@’ G,+ 1. (31) 
We denote by K the kernel of the composed homomorphism r(X, x0)-+@’ H,+ 
r(X) and by B the image of 6 : li@ G, +li@’ H,, . Thence we get the exact sequences 
(32) and the one in Theorem 3.5: 
li$n’ A,-tK+B+ 1. (32) 
Therefore K is a group extension of B by a quotient of lip’ A,. 0 
The isomorphism from Theorem 3.2 relates a strong shape morphism cr to a 
family of loops in ~c,(Cr~ j ) i.e. to homotopies H, :j, =j,. We construct homo- my m 3 
topies Hz : j, = j, for n 2 m by induction: 
H,“:=H,, Hi+’ :=f;H,-‘oH;of;H,. 
By CO; E n,(U,, j(x,)) we denote the loop traced out by the basepoint under the 
homotopy Hk. 
Theorem 3.7. (a) The unpointed strong shape morphism a E r(X) is invertible if and 
only if the following condition holds: 
VrnEtk Bnrm VN2n: HL=Hi. 
(b) If X is connected and of finite shape dimension, then the invertibility of Q is 
equivalent to 
Proof. The first statement follows directly from Lemma 2.1(c) and the second one 
from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 and Lemma 2.1(c). 0 
The question raised in Theorem 3.7(b) is closely related to the problem of inverti- 
bility of pointed ordinary shape morphisms, which become isomorphisms when the 
base point is forgotten. This has been treated intensively by Dydak and Geoghegan 
(cf. [5-71). Let us consider a connected, compact, metric and based space (X,x,,). 
In the following commutative square of semigroups p and w are forgetful functors 
suppressing the base point: 
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cp 
ssho(X xo; x,x01 - ssh(X,X) 
I 00 I 0 
v 
sh,W, xo; X xo> - sh(X,X). 
We have T(X, x0) = ker Bo, T(X) = ker 0, and in addition we have to deal with the 
semigroups Q(X, x0) := ker I,&~ = ker BP, @(X, x0) := ker v, and Y(X, x0) := ker w. 
Then the following sequences of semigroups are exact: 
00 
1 - r(X, x0) c---+ L?(X, x0) - KK x0) - 1, (33) 
1 - @(X,x0) - Q(X, x0) 2 T(X). (34) 
The results of Dydak and Geoghegan apply to the problem whether Y(X,xo) is a 
group, but by (33) and Theorem 3.4 this is the case if and only if C&X,x0) is a 
group. This in turn is equivalent to y?(Q(X, x0)) c T(X) being a group by (34), 
because every element of @(X,x0) is invertible. (A pointed strong shape morphism 
is an equivalence if and only if it is an unpointed equivalence; this follows for 
instance from Theorems 1.14 and 1.15 of [4], because there is no difference between 
SSDR-maps with and without base point.) By the same reason the inverse of an 
element of &Q(X, x0)) in T(X), if it exists, lies in v(Q(X, x0)). Since invertibility in 
Z(X) is characterized by our Theorem 3.7(b) this criterion should be equivalent to 
that of Dydak and Geoghegan [5, Theorem 3.61, which deals with a certain sequence 
of loops v, E E n’(U,,). The spaces U, are the approximating ANR’s we have used 
before. These loops satisfy the following relations: 
n<k<r * v~~‘v~~‘v,v~v,=v~~‘v,v~. (35) 
We have adopted Dydaks and Geoghegans convention not to write down induced 
homomorphisms. Their criterion reads: 
V’netK Zk>n Vr>k: v,, and v, commute in 7c’(U,). (36) 
To apply our Theorem 3.7(b) to the present situation we have to consider the loops 
.- v plV ail.-- n n+ 1 v, (we mention this without proof), and define inductively: CO:+’ := 
CO; ‘CO$O, for n 2 m. A straightforward calculation using (35) leads to the formula 
n+l -1 
(d&I ) 0: = (Cz- 
1 -1 -1 n 
V,+‘V,+‘V,+‘~m+‘~m~ (37) 
ti is the product v,v,,_ 1 ... v,. Equation (37) displays clearly the coincidence of 
(36) and our Theorem 3.7(b). 
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